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Abstract
This article examines the history of energy use in colonial Senegal from 1885 to 1945, and it considers how
African populations and French colonial officials built a colonial energy economy through overlapping
and competing infrastructures of local and imported fuels, labor, and networks of transportation.
As the colonial state constructed a new system of infrastructure, from railways and roads to trains and
trucks, the French extended their reach into the interior and increased the production of cash crops.
At the same time, peasant farmers, migrant workers, and urban merchants incorporated colonial infra-
structures into their own regimes of energy use while also fashioning an infrastructure of locally produced
fuels. Through the entanglement of local and colonial infrastructures and labor, as well as the appropri-
ation of various forms of technology, Africans and their colonizers forged a hybrid colonial energy econ-
omy — not organic, not industrial — specific to the context of colonialism.
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In 1900, Rudolf Diesel, the famous inventor of the combustible engine, constructed a motor for la société
Otto, a developer of French automobiles. The engine, displayed at the Universal Exposition in Paris, ran
on peanut oil and could be fueled by ‘the large quantities of peanuts that were available in the African
colonies’.1 According to Diesel, the peanut’s ‘productive power’ would supply the French colonies in
West Africa with ‘power and industry from their own resources’, relieving them from the financial
burden of purchasing imported coal and petrol. Although the engine won the exhibition’s grand
prize and received the Third Republic’s enthusiastic endorsement, the concept of a motor powered
by peanut fuels was, as one French engineer lamented years later, ‘still a dream of the future’.2

However, some colonial officials in the confederated territories of French West Africa (l’Afrique
occidentale française, or AOF) believed that oleaginous plants could serve as a viable alternative to
fossil fuels and could sustain and expand the colony’s extractive economy. With the establishment
of colonial rule in 1895, the French constructed a system of infrastructure in Senegal to power urban
centers and to transport cash crops via railways and roads from the interior to the coast. Yet the
poor quality of coal and the absence of petrol in AOF left the colony relatively energy-poor and
required the French to import fossil fuels from Europe, Great Britain, and the United States.
The expensive and unreliable nature of imported fossil fuels, then, pushed many colonial officials
to consider local fuels, namely charcoal, firewood, and peanut fuels.3
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1R. Diesel, ‘The diesel oil engine and its industrial importance: the simplest and most efficient of motors’, Scientific
American, 106:16 (1912), 358.

2J. Jalbert, Une réserve d’énergie: L’huile végétale de l’Afrique noire (Paris, 1941), 5.
3Peanut fuels are peanut oil, shells, and cakes.
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This article examines the history of energy use in colonial Senegal, and it explores Senegal’s tran-
sition from a preindustrial to a colonial energy economy. In so doing, it investigates how Africans
and their colonizers developed interconnected systems of energy use that included local and
imported fuels, African and colonial systems of labor and technology, and traditional and mechan-
ized forms of conveyance. Drawing on Brian Larkin’s concept that infrastructures ‘are matter that
enable the movement of other matter’, or ‘that they are things and also the relation between things’,
this article demonstrates how systems of energy use in colonial Senegal transitioned from a series of
small, independent technologies and labor practices into a deeply entangled and contested network
of energy infrastructure.4

In the late nineteenth century, Senegal operated within what E. A. Wrigley called the ‘organic econ-
omy’, or what Fernand Braudel referred to as the ‘biological old regime’.5 Nearly all forms of usable
energy came from solar radiation and plant photosynthesis, limiting growth to the ‘production hori-
zon’ of the organic economy.6 However, with the onset of colonial rule and the introduction of fossil
fuels, trains, and trucks, Senegal’s energy economy took on a new dimension. As colonial officials used
fossil fuels, forced labor, and transportation infrastructure to expand networks of trade and distribu-
tion, Africans incorporated these ‘tools of empire’ into their own regimes of energy use while also
establishing a robust industry of local fuels— namely charcoal and peanut fuels— that relied on long-
standing networks of African labor and expertise.7 Through the entanglement of these local and colo-
nial systems of energy use and infrastructure, Africans and their colonizers forged a hybrid energy
economy — not organic, not industrial — specific to its colonial context.8

Exploring the history of energy use in colonial Senegal also requires particular attention to the
systems of labor that underpinned the colonial energy economy. Ostensibly, colonial officials and
local populations established separate systems of labor to construct the colony’s infrastructure, cul-
tivate peanuts, and produce firewood and charcoal. The French recruited navétanes (migrant work-
ers) and corvée (forced) laborers to cultivate peanuts and construct railways and roads, while local
elites relied on longstanding networks of labor and migration to capitalize on the growing demand
for local fuels and cash crops.9 In particular, the Murid Brotherhood mobilized their followers, or
talibé, through a network of Quranic schools, known as daara tarbiya, to produce peanuts and other
agricultural goods.10 Alternatively, Wolof and Serer communities relied on enterprising peasants
and Bambara and Fulbe migrant workers, referred to as surga, who not only cultivated peanuts
but constructed a dynamic industry of charcoal production.11 In this way, the growing demand

4B. Larkin, ‘The politics and poetics of infrastructure’, Annual Review of Anthropology, 42 (2013), 329–30. For more on
infrastructure, see T. Hughes, ‘The evolution of large technological systems’, in W. E. Bijker, T. P. Hughes, and
T. J. Pinch (eds.), The Social Construction of Technological Systems: New Directions in the Sociology and History of
Technology (Cambridge, MA, 1987), 330.

5E. A. Wrigley, Energy and the Industrial Revolution in England (Cambridge, 2010), 6–10; F. Braudel, The Structures of
Everyday Life: The Limits of the Possible (New York, 1981), 70–92.

6Wrigley, Energy, 9–25.
7D. Headrick, The Tools of Empire: Technology and European Imperialism in the Nineteenth Century (Oxford, 1981).
8For a related study, see J. Cropper, ‘Fueling the state: energy, politics, and the environment in Senegal: 1450 to the present’

(unpublished PhD thesis, University of Chicago, 2019), 239–63.
9B. Fall, Le travail forcé en Afrique-Occidentale française (1900–1946) (Paris, 1993); B. Fall and M. Mbodj, ‘Forced labour

and migration in Senegal’, in A. Zegey and S. Ishemo (eds.), Forced Labour and Migration: Patterns of Movement within
Africa (London, 1989).

10For the Murid Brotherhood and labor, see, C. A. Babou, Fighting the Greater Jihad: Amadou Bamba and the Founding of
the Muridiyya of Senegal (Athens, OH, 2007); B. Fall, Le travail au Sénégal au XXe siècle (Paris, 2011), 51–62; D. C. O’Brien,
The Mourides of Senegal: The Political and Economic Organization of an Islamic Brotherhood (Oxford, 1971); D. Robinson,
Paths of Accommodation: Muslim Societies and French Colonial Authorities in Senegal and Mauritania, 1880–1920 (Athens,
OH, 2000); and J. Searing, ‘God Alone is King’: Islam and Emancipation in Senegal; The Wolof Kingdoms of Kajoor and Bawol,
1859–1914 (Oxford, 2001), 195–223.

11For more on migrant labor, see P. David, Les Navétanes: Histoire des migrants saisonniers de l’arachide en Sénégambie des
orgines à nos jours (Dakar, 1980); and Fall, Travail au Sénégal, 62–9.
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for raw materials and consumable goods — notably charcoal and peanuts — created new demands
for certain kinds of labor, expertise, and transportation.12 These independent systems of labor con-
structed and sustained the colony’s entangled network of energy infrastructure, creating an energy
economy dependent on a mix of local and imported fuels as well as nonmechanized and mechan-
ized forms of conveyance.

Furthermore, energy use in colonial Senegal was not only a mix of European and African systems
of knowledge and labor, but also a blend of localized, ethnic systems of material production.
In examining how Bambara and Fulbe charcoal makers, Wolof and Serer farmers, and the Murid
Brotherhood appropriated practices of charcoal making and peanut cultivation from one another,
this article illustrates how the production of local fuels transitioned from small and independent
technologies into a critical component of the colony’s energy infrastructure which, alongside trains,
trucks, and imported fossil fuels, sustained economic activity.13 In this way, Senegal’s colonial
energy economy relied on interconnected systems of local energy use, in which Africans shared
and appropriated their own systems of labor and technological know-how to capitalize on the col-
ony’s growing demand for fuels.

Studies of organic economies and their various pathways to industrialization have focused over-
whelmingly on Europe and North America, demonstrating how fossil fuels and technological inno-
vations advanced them from preindustrial to industrial economies.14 This seemingly teleological
approach to the history of energy, however, fails to account for the large populations of people
— in Africa and elsewhere — that have vastly different experiences in energy use. To be sure,
Africanist scholars have long rejected this techno-modernizationist approach, preferring instead
to take technological change in Africa on its own terms. In her work on medicine and healing
in Africa, Abena Dove Osseo-Asare notes that Africanist scholars of science and technology
must strive to ‘destabilize the hierarchies of knowledge’ that privilege scientific authority over trad-
itional expertise.15 Since our current definitions of science, technology, and innovation were born
out of processes of imperialism and colonialism, as Clapperton Mavhunga has convincingly argued,
Africanist scholars must reconsider ‘what the technological, the scientific, and the innovative might
mean from Africa’.16

Historians have responded to this clarion call by exploring how African and European processes
of invention and innovation collided, overlapped, and even developed in conjunction with one
another. In their respective studies of mobility in Tanzania and Ghana, Joshua Grace and
Jennifer Hart show how Africans appropriated networks of transportation, using roads, trucks,
and vehicles to establish a resilient system of ‘African automobility’.17 Laura Ann Twagira, in exam-
ining ‘robot farmers’, technology, and gender roles in the French Soudan, contends that African
men navigated new technologies by shaping their ‘own engagements with modern agricultural

12This framing draws on T. Rijke-Epstein, ‘The politics of filth: sanitation, work, and competing moralities in urban
Madagascar, 1890s–1977’, The Journal of African History, 60:2 (2019), 232–3.

13Larkin, ‘Politics and poetics’, 330.
14A similar critique applies to African history and climate change. See E. L. Osborn, ‘Containers, energy and the

Anthropocene in West Africa’, in G. Austin (ed.), Economic Development and Environmental History in the
Anthropocene: Perspectives on Asia and Africa (London, 2017), 69–70.

15A. D. Osseo-Asare, Bitter Roots: The Search for Healing Plants in Africa (Chicago, 2014), 6. See also A. D. Osseo-Asare,
Atomic Junction: Nuclear Power in Africa After Independence (Cambridge, 2019); and L. A. Twagira, ‘Introduction:
Africanizing the history of technology’, Technology and Culture, 61:2 (2020), 1–19.

16C. Mavhunga, What Do Science, Technology, and Innovation Mean from Africa? (Cambridge, 2017), 1.
17J. Hart, Ghana on the Go: African Mobility in the Age of Transportation (Bloomington, IN, 2016) 29–31; J. Grace, ‘Heroes

of the road: gender and the politics of mobility in twentieth century Tanzania’, Journal of the International Africa Institute,
83:3 (2013), 403–25. For a related study on mobility, infrastructure, and space in postcolonial Mali, see A. Mbodj-Pouye,
‘Radio and the road: infrastructure, mobility, and political change in the beginnings of Radio Rurale de Kayes (1980–early
2000s)’, The Journal of African History, 62:1 (2021), 125–49.
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technology’ and adjusting to the constantly shifting politics of international development.18 In colo-
nial Madagascar, Tasha Rijke-Epstein argues that the development of new infrastructural systems of
sanitation ‘created new demands for certain kinds of labor’, in which notions of difference were
negotiated and contested between colonial officials and local populations.19 Emily Lynn Osborn,
in exploring energy use and containers in West Africa, investigates how the rapid economic and
industrial growth of the twentieth century changed the way people stored, carried, and distributed
goods. This shift in ‘containerization’, which introduced petroleum-based containers such as
canned food, plastics, automobiles, and large shipping containers to West Africa, brought the fossil
fuel economy into urban centers, rural communities, and households.20 Thus, in studying how
Africans responded to and appropriated colonial networks of infrastructure and technology,
these scholars have collectively ‘shifted the emphasis away from colonial infrastructure as disparity’
to one that portrays Africans as dynamic ‘technological agents’.21

Yet despite recent studies of science, technology, and infrastructure in Africa, historians have
generally overlooked the role of energy on the continent, ignoring the critical ways that Africans
deployed local systems of knowledge and expertise to construct networks of energy infrastructure
over time and space. This article takes up this task by focusing on sites where local and colonial
systems of energy use collided, such as the coastal cities and hinterlands of Dakar and
Saint-Louis and the regions adjacent to railways and roads in the peanut basin. It first examines
how, in response to the growing demand for fuels along railways and in colonial urban centers,
charcoal makers and peanut producers established a robust industry of local fuels during the
early years of colonial rule and until the First World War. It then shifts to the 1920s and 1930s
and explores how the Murids, peanut cultivators, charcoal makers, and merchants used a combin-
ation of local and colonial forms of transportation — animal transport, railways, roads, and trucks
— to circulate cash crops and local fuels to urban centers. The article concludes with an analysis of
fossil fuel shortages during the Second World War (caused by the British blockade of Vichy col-
onies) and examines how Senegal pivoted to a primarily biofuel-powered economy. In doing so,
it underscores the various ways that colonial and local systems of energy use converged, creating
an entangled network of energy infrastructure in which colonial officials developed innovative strat-
egies to cope with energy scarcity and the Senegalese established a dynamic and robust system of
local fuel production.

From an organic to a colonial energy economy

Before colonial rule, Senegal operated within an organic economy that depended almost exclusively
on local sources of energy. At the center of energy use was the household, which collected, pro-
cessed, and converted organic materials into different forms of heat (woodfuels), metabolic energy
(foodstuffs), and mechanical energy (muscle power). In general, households relied on firewood as
the primary fuel for cooking, charcoal for metallurgy and blacksmithing, and on the muscle power
of farmers, domestic servants, enslaved people, and pack animals to cultivate fields, collect wood-
fuels, and transport goods.22 Despite the dramatic political and economic changes brought on by
colonial rule in the late nineteenth century, these everyday practices of energy use did not simply
disappear. Rather, local populations adjusted their systems of labor, material production, and

18L. A. Twagira, ‘Robot farmers and cosmopolitan workers: technological masculinity and agricultural development in the
French Soudan, 1945–68’, Gender and History, 26:3 (2014), 459.

19Rijke-Epstein, ‘Politics of filth’, 232–3.
20Osborn, ‘Containers’, 73.
21Twagira, ‘Robot farmers’, 461.
22For a discussion of precolonial systems of energy use in Senegal, see Cropper, ‘Fueling the state’, 36–75; and for preco-

lonial energy use in West Africa more broadly, see Osborn, ‘Containers’, 69–76.
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networks of mobility to capitalize on the growing demand for local fuels to power urban centers,
trains, and steamships. Examining these continuities and changes from the precolonial to colonial
period, then, helps to explain why certain populations in Senegal — notably Wolof and Serer farm-
ers, Bambara and Fulbe charcoal makers, and the Murid Brotherhood — played such a critical role
in the colonial energy economy.

In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, local systems of labor, material production, and
mobility were critical forms of energy use, enabling precolonial states and polities to establish a
robust grain trade, expand peanut production from local to foreign markets, and compete with
French and European traders.23 During this time, the Wolof and Serer states either traded enslaved
populations to Europeans — many of whom were Bambara laborers from present-day Mali — or
forced them to cultivate millet and sorghum for the internal and external slave trades.24 When
the transatlantic slave trade ended in the mid-nineteenth century, ruling elites transitioned to ‘legit-
imate’ commerce, which, according to Mamadou Diouf, introduced new possibilities for peasants
and farmers to accumulate wealth by using enslaved labor to produce cash crop peanuts.25 By
the late nineteenth century, however, Senegalese populations adjusted their systems of labor and
material production once again, capitalizing on the social and technological changes brought on
by colonialism and the abolition of slavery.26 At this time, a large workforce of local peasants, for-
merly enslaved populations, and migrant Bambara and Fulbe workers responded to the material
demands of the colony and migrated to the peanut basin where they worked for Wolof and
Serer households or became talibé of the Murid Brotherhood.27 Thus, as Senegal began its transition
from an organic to a colonial energy economy, these longstanding systems of labor, production, and
migration became critical components of the colony’s emerging energy infrastructure.

With the arrival of steamships and the construction of railways, migrant laborers — and the
Bambara in particular — took up woodfuel production to meet the growing energy demands of
the colony. In the 1870s and 1880s, French merchants engineered new flat-bottomed steamships
that could navigate the shallow waters of the Senegal River.28 As they steamed upriver, some
migrant workers cut trees, collected firewood, made charcoal, and provided steamships with wood-
fuels.29 Similarly, the construction of the colony’s railways also required the industrial use of fire-
wood and charcoal. Completed in 1885, the Dakar-Saint-Louis railway was the first in West
Africa and it attracted French commercial houses, formerly enslaved people, peasant farmers,
and migrant workers to the peanut basin. As railway traffic increased, with special ‘peanut trains’
traveling back and forth between Dakar and Thiès, many Bambara workers generated supplemental

23For more in-depth studies of precolonial Senegal, see B. Barry, Senegambia and the Atlantic Slave Trade (Cambridge,
1998); P. Curtin, Economic Change in Precolonial Africa: Senegambia in the Era of the Slave Trade (Madison, 1975);
M. Mbodj, ‘La crise trentenaire de l’économie arachidière’, in M. C. Diop (ed.), Sénégal: Trajectoires d’un État (Dakar,
1992), 97; and J. Searing, West African Slavery and Atlantic Commerce (Cambridge, 1993), 27–93.

24Searing, West African Slavery, 79–88.
25M. Diouf, Le Kajoor au XIXe siècle: Pouvoir ceddo et conquête coloniale (Paris, 1990), 172–3. For more on legitimate

commerce in Senegal during the nineteenth century, see M. A. Klein, ‘Slaves, gum, and peanuts: adaptation to the end of
the slave trade in Senegal, 1817–48’, William and Mary Quarterly, 66:4 (2009), 895–914; and B. Moitt, ‘Peanut production
and social change in the Dakar hinterland: Kajoor and Bawol, 1840–1940’ (unpublished PhD thesis, University of Toronto,
1985), 76–121.

26M. Mbodj, ‘The abolition of slavery in Senegal, 1820–1890: crisis or the rise of a new entrepreneurial class?’, in M. Klein
(ed.), Slavery, Bondage, and Emancipation in Modern Africa and Asia (Madison, 1993), 197–9.

27For more on migrant workers, see David, Les Navétanes; Diouf, Le Kajoor, 285–7; Fall, Le travail au Sénégal, 47–63; and
M. Mbodj, M. Diouf, and C. Becker, ‘L’évolution démographique régionale et du basin arachidier au vingtième siècle’, in
D. Cordell and J. Gregory (eds.) African Population and Capitalism (Madison, 1987). For more on the Murids, see
Babou, Fighting the Greater Jihad; J. Copans, Les marabouts de l’arachide: La Confrérie mouride et les paysans du Sénégal
(Paris, 1988); and Searing, God Alone is King, 195–224.

28M. McLane, ‘Railways or waterways: the Dakar railway network and the Senegal River in the mise en valeur of French
West Africa’, French Colonial Historical Society, 16 (1992), 99–101.

29A. Raffenel, Nouveau voyage dans le pays des nègres, Tome 2 (Paris, 1856), 228.
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income by selling firewood and charcoal to the railways.30 In 1890, colonial officials recorded that
woodfuel production was so robust that it collectively sent ‘the forests in retreat’, as ‘peanut fields
replaced the bush’ and trains consumed thousands of tonnes of woodfuels per year.31

The growth of colonial urban centers, and Dakar and Saint-Louis in particular, also relied on a
mix of coal, woodfuels, and peanut fuels. Between 1897 and 1914, Dakar’s population tripled from
8,700 residents to 24,914, which was due to a significant overhaul of the port of Dakar and its des-
ignation as the capital of AOF in 1902.32 During this time, the colony imported an average of 52,000
tonnes of coal each year from Britain and the United States, and from 1902 to 1907 coal consump-
tion increased from 29,545 to 79,694 tonnes per year.33 Despite the increased demand for coal in the
colony, which was often used to refuel steamships traveling elsewhere in the French Empire, colonial
urban centers also required charcoal to sustain this growth, as the energy output of one tonne of
charcoal was roughly the equivalent to 0.83 tonnes of coal.34 In 1903, M. Courtet, a French admin-
istrator in Saint-Louis, estimated that the daily consumption of charcoal averaged two kilograms per
person, and with a population of 20,173 inhabitants, he noted that individuals in Saint-Louis con-
sumed approximately 43 tonnes per day and 14,710 tonnes per year. By Courtet’s figures, then,
Dakar’s total population of roughly 25,000 people in 1907 required a minimum of 50 tonnes per
day and 18,250 tonnes per year.35

As such, colonial urban centers relied on both local and imported fuels to construct a system of
public works and infrastructure, from factories and merchant houses to electrical grids and running
water. In Saint-Louis, Courtet noted that charcoal served as a critical source of energy for the ‘power
plant which supplies electricity to the city and the factory which supplies the ice for the colony’, as
well as ‘the materials for the construction of indigenous huts, the heat for brick factories, and for
state and private industries’.36 Urban centers also used peanut oil to light street lamps and fuel
hydraulic pumps to circulate water, and some factories and refineries even used peanut shells as
a source of combustible fuel rather than coal.37 In 1887, Maurel et Prom, a prosperous merchant
house in colonial Senegal, powered the colony’s first electrical grid in Rufisque with local and
imported fuels, and then also helped launch others in Saint-Louis in 1889 and Dakar and Gorée
in 1904. Coal, woodfuels, and peanut fuels also played a critical role in pumping potable water
to urban populations. In 1904, the French expanded a water station in Hann, a small village situated
six kilometers from Dakar, by installing two steam engines that could pump approximately 100
cubic meters of water per 24 hours. From the station, the water flowed through 250 mm pipes
and emptied into 40 public fountains and 60 watering holes.38

The colony’s industrialized infrastructure, however, remained the privilege of colonial adminis-
trators, commercial houses, and the urban elite. Indeed, visitors to Dakar noted the dramatic

30Archives Nationales du Sénégal, Dakar (ANS) 2/B/64, ‘Correspondence avec le minister, direction des colonies 1884–89,
January 23, 1885’; B. Moitt, ‘From Pack Animals to Railways: Transport and the Expansion of Peanut Production and Trade
in Senegal, 1840–1940’, Outre-mers, 88: 330–31 (2001), 253.

31P. Gaffarel, Sénégal et le Soudan Français (Paris, 1890), 24; M. Mangin, La question forestière en Afrique occidentale
française (Paris, 1924), 472.

32M. Courtet, Étude sur le Sénégal (Paris, 1903), 139; G. W. Johnson, The Emergence of Black Politics in Senegal (Stanford,
1971), 35.

33Institut National de la Statistique et des Études Économiques, Annuaire Statistique de la France (Paris, 1907), 260;
C. Ardurat, ‘L’électrification du Sénégal de la fin du XIXe siècle a la Seconde Guerre mondiale’, Outre-Mer, 89:334–335
(2002), 441.

34S. Amous, Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO), The Role of Wood Energy in Africa, (http://www.fao.org/3/x2740e/
x2740e00.htm), 1987.

35Courtet, Étude, 61–2.
36Ibid.
37ANS 1TP/771, Inspection des travaux publics, ‘Distribution d’électricité dans la ville de Dakar : mémoire descriptif’, 8

Mar. 1907, 4–8; ANS 1P/225, Compagnie d’électricité du Sénégal, ‘Avenant au traite de concession’, 1918, 16–7; Ardurat,
‘L’électrification du Sénégal’, 447–8.

38Ardurat, ‘L’électrification du Sénégal’, 444.

24 John Cropper
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differences between the Plateau, or the ‘White City’, and the Médina, or the ‘African Village’. Those
who occupied the Plateau, a French neighborhood that featured the wide boulevards, cafés, and
bakeries of the metropole, represented only 9 per cent of the city’s population but consumed nearly
all of its fuels and electricity.39 During a brief stay in Dakar, E. D. Morel, the famous British jour-
nalist who unveiled the atrocities of King Leopold II’s Congo Free State, observed that ‘one must
leave the busy quays, the “palace”, with its cool and stately interior, and even the gorgeous views
from its terraces and walk or drive through the native town, two or three kilometers away’.40 In
the villages, he observed, there were ‘mile upon mile of compounds’ comprised of ‘conical and
thatched’ huts interspersed with ‘tall stalks of millet and broad-leaved bananas’. Along the narrow
passages and streets, ‘You note the quaint-shaped granaries where the millet crops are kept and the
women pounding grain in wooden or stone mortars for the inevitable couscous’.

The Parisian-style boulevards of the Plateau and the thatched huts and compounds of the Médina
portray two separate energy economies within the same cityscape. Yet the amenities of a modern
European lifestyle— the cafés, factories, power plants, water stations, and electrical grids— depended
on a mix of local and imported fuels, African systems of labor, and networks of nonmechanized and
mechanized transportation. This blend of energy systems transcended Dakar’s segregated neighbor-
hoods, demonstrating not only how woodfuels and peanut fuels served as critical components of a
new energy infrastructure, but also how farmers and charcoal makers tailored their systems of
labor and material production to the demands of the colonial energy economy.

Woodfuels as industrial fuels, 1895–1920
Aside from blacksmiths, Senegalese populations viewed charcoal making as a dirty occupation and
associated it with evil spirits and bad luck.41 Yet for migrant workers, and for some Bambara and
Fulbe communities in particular, charcoal making became a useful expertise that provided supple-
mental income after the peanut harvest. In the early colonial period, migrant workers — typically
young men referred to as surga or navétanes — settled in the peanut basin to construct the railways
and cultivate peanuts. Once they arrived, they boarded with a Wolof or Serer njatigi (head of house-
hold), who advanced them meals, lodging, and plots of land in return for their labor.42 When the
growing season ended, some surga — initially Bambara migrants — took up charcoal making while
still boarding with the njatigi. As the demand for charcoal increased during the fossil-fuel-lean years
of the First World War, some Fulbe migrants from the neighboring colony of Guinea also settled in
the hinterlands of Dakar and Saint-Louis, worked for peanut-cultivating households, and learned
the charcoal trade from some Bambara migrants. Over time, Fulbe charcoal makers took on the
dominant role in the industry and combined the labor systems of the Wolof and Serer with their
newly acquired expertise in charcoal making. In this way, they became the njatigi of the charcoal
market, creating a resilient industry through the appropriation of local ethnic systems of knowledge,
technological expertise, and labor.43

In general, surga worked under a njatigi who oversaw the technical processes of charcoal produc-
tion.44 The surga felled large trees, chopped and collected branches, and then constructed charcoal

39L. Bigon, A History of Urban Planning in Two West African Colonial Capitals: Residential Segregation in British Lagos
and French Dakar, 1850–1930 (New York, 2009), 230.

40E. D. Morel, ‘Dakar and its people’, The Nigerian Chronicle, 24 Feb. 1911.
41Interview with Abdou Fall, Dakar, 21 Apr. 2015. For more on Senegalese perceptions of the charcoal industry, see

J. C. Ribot, ‘Markets, states, and environmental policy: the political economy of charcoal in Senegal’ (unpublished PhD thesis,
University of California, Berkeley, 1990), 150–7; and M. S. Baldé, ‘Changements sociaux et migration au Fuuta-Jalon’ (unpub-
lished PhD thesis, Université de Paris, 1974), 294–5;

42Fall, Le travail au Sénégal, 47–63; Ribot, ‘Markets’, 165–7.
43Interview with Abdou Fall. For more on the labor systems of the charcoal market, see Baldé, ‘Changements’, 294–5;

David, Les navétanes, 172; and Ribot, ‘Markets’, 165–70.
44J. C. Ribot, ‘Forest policy and charcoal production in Senegal’, Energy Policy, 21:5 (1993), 578–9.
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mounds. For each mound, the surga piled large branches on top of each other, typically one meter
in length, and then used several smaller branches as kindling to ignite the fire and start the carbon-
ization process. During mound construction, they molded a small chimney with branches and mud,
enabling them to ignite the fire without excessive oxygen. After lighting the fire, they closed the
chimney leaving the mound to burn for an extended period of time. Small and large batches of char-
coal burned for shorter and longer periods of time; the former could take just 12 hours while the
latter 3 to 5 days.45 Once the charcoal was ready for consumption, the njatigi made arrangements
with traitants, who were either French or Lebanese middlemen, to transport it to railway stations
and then to urban centers.46 Through this process, the surga, njatigi, and traitants constructed a
new, interconnected network of energy infrastructure that powered households, bakeries, factories,
electrical grids, water stations, and colonial administrative buildings.47

As migrant workers responded to the growing demand for charcoal in urban centers, colonial
administrators feared that an increase in woodcutting would accelerate deforestation. In 1904,
five Bambara charcoal makers filed a complaint against the chief of Ganjool, a village to the
south of Saint-Louis, who had accused the workers of illegal cutting and confiscated their tools.
In the complaint, they noted that selling charcoal was their main source of income and they
requested that their tools be returned to them. In response, the colonial state upheld a forest decree
from 1896, which penalized unauthorized woodcutting in the hinterlands, and fined each of them
15 francs per violation.48 In a separate account, Jean Adam, an officer in the Service d’agriculture,
reported that Bambara charcoal makers in the peripheral forests of Dakar produced roughly 3,000
tonnes of charcoal per year.49 Adam complained that they ‘attacked’ the forests by cutting ‘the trunk
at the base of the tree’ and ‘igniting a small fire’, which, he believed, was a ‘rapid waste of our forest
wealth’ since the ‘future of our forests cannot be renewed’ by ‘charred’ stumps.50 The problem, he
averred, was not woodfuel production per se, but the way migrant workers produced it.

The solution to illegal woodcutting, according to Adam, was to create large forest reserves, form a
colonial forest corps, and designate predetermined areas for exploitation. Limited by available per-
sonnel, however, the colonial state relied instead on agents in the Service d’agriculture, developing a
makeshift forestry policy that regulated and taxed woodfuels while enforcing financial penalties for
illegal cutting.51 Anxious over the sustainability of local fuels, Adam advocated for a ‘more orga-
nized practice in exploitation’ that would permit the colony’s population to possess ‘all the wood
and all the charcoal necessary’.52 While the report noted that forests in the hinterlands could ‘pro-
vide a certain quantity of combustibles’, he complained that the administration lacked ‘the appro-
priate staff essential for responsible exploitation’. Thus, the forest decrees and attempts to
standardize charcoal production were irrelevant since the proposed measures to protect the forests
‘were not promulgated’ and almost no form of ‘prosecution was exercised’ due to the absence of

45A. Aubreville, ‘Contribution à l’étude des charbon de bois de l’Afrique Occidentale Française: compte rendu des essais
effectué par le Gouvernement Générale de l’Afrique Occidentale Française de novembre 1938 à août 1939’, Actes et Comptes
Rendus de l’Association Colonies-Sciences, 232 (1940), 28.

46A. Arsan, Interlopers of Empire: The Lebanese Diaspora in Colonial French West Africa (Oxford, 2014), 1–2;
R. C. O’Brien, ‘Lebanese entrepreneurs in Senegal: economic integration and the politics of protection’, Cahiers d’Études afri-
caines, 15:57 (1975), 98–101.

47ANS 3R/15, M. Claveau, ‘Rapport sur le remplacement’, 1921, 3. For industrial uses of charcoal, see Courtet, Étude, 61–2;
and Ribot, ‘Markets’, 112.

48ANS E/69, ‘Lettre à monsieur le directeur de l’intérieur’, 7 Jan. 1904, as cited in B. Moitt, ‘Slavery and emancipation in
Senegal’s peanut basin: the nineteenth and twentieth centuries’ The International Journal of African Historical Studies, 22:1
(1989), 46.

49David, Les navétanes, 34; Moitt, ‘Slavery’, 46–7
50ANS R/12, J. Adam, ‘Rapport annuel sur l’état de la colonisation officielle et privée’, 1911, 14–15.
51Ibid.
52ANS R/12, J. Adam, ‘Rapport annuel’, 1916, 40–1; ANS 3R/20, Y. Henry, ‘Rapport sur l’exploitation des bois au Sénégal’,

1915, 15–16.
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specialized personnel.53 Although colonial officials voiced concern over the perceived increase of
deforestation, they tacitly accepted that charcoal makers would continue to work without interfer-
ence from the colonial state.

At first glance, the numerous complaints of deforestation in the early colonial period reflect the
contested nature of charcoal production as well as the environmental strain of Senegal’s rapid tran-
sition from an organic to a colonial energy economy. Yet, for many scholars of Africa’s environ-
mental history, colonial reports of deforestation and degradation were overreactions, driven by
misguided understandings of Africa’s landscapes. As James Fairhead and Melissa Leach note in
their study of colonial Guinea, French reports of deforestation frequently produced ‘misreadings’
of the landscape, overlooking how pastoralists, farmers, and forest workers contributed to processes
of forest regeneration.54 And in his numerous studies of the charcoal market in Senegal, Jesse Ribot
similarly argues that colonial reports of deforestation were driven by fears of scarcity and cursory
‘views from the road’, in which superficial changes to the landscape were mistaken for widespread
degradation.55

However, while colonial officials may have exaggerated the actual pace of deforestation in
Senegal, the rapid increase in woodfuel consumption in Dakar, Saint-Louis, and elsewhere suggests
that scholars should reconsider whether all colonial reports of deforestation were equally misguided.
In contrast to Fairhead and Leach’s study of the forested regions of Guinea, the hinterlands of
Dakar, Saint-Louis, and the semiarid peanut basin were situated not only in vastly different eco-
logical zones but also in close proximity to urban centers, which placed increased pressure on
Senegal’s forested environment. Furthermore, according to Abdou Fall, a former forest service offi-
cer in colonial Senegal, the peripheral forests of Dakar and Saint-Louis rapidly declined and pushed
charcoal makers further into the interior and far from coastal cities. The problem, he averred, was
‘the augmentation of the population’ and the inability of the colonial state to develop a ‘rational
exploitation’ of the forests to match the growing demand for charcoal.56

Thus, it seems unlikely that all colonial reports of deforestation were misreadings of the land-
scape. Rather, they signal a transformation of the colony’s environments, in which the growing
demands for woodfuels brought on visible changes to Senegal’s forests. However, it must also be
acknowledged that colonial administrators frequently blamed local populations for forest decline,
overlooking how environmental change was in itself a consequence of the colonial state’s growing
energy needs. Changes to Senegal’s landscapes should not, in other words, be categorized through a
dichotomy of colonial expertise versus local practice. They serve instead as evidence of the transition
from an organic to a colonial energy economy, in which forests, urban centers, railways, colonial
officials, and charcoal makers were entangled within a new energy infrastructure made legible by
Senegal’s changing natural landscapes.

Peanut fuels as industrial fuels, 1895–1920
Similar to charcoal, peanut fuels served as a viable alternative to fossil fuels and became a critical
part of Senegal’s energy infrastructure during the early colonial period. Yet, in contrast to charcoal,
which was mainly produced to provide fuel for urban centers, peanuts were a dynamic plant that
could be used as a lucrative cash crop, livestock feed, fuel, or a dietary supplement. Thus, peasant
farmers, migrant workers, and the Murid Brotherhood often tailored their output to market

53ANS R/12, Adam, ‘Rapport annuel’, 1911, 41–2.
54J. Fairhead and M. Leach, Misreading the African Landscape: Society and Ecology in a Forest-Savanna Mosaic

(Cambridge, 1996).
55J. C. Ribot, ‘A history of fear: imagining deforestation in the West African dryland forests’, Global Ecology and

Biogeography, 8:3–4 (1999), 291–2.
56Interview with Abdou Fall. My translation.
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demands, preferring to sell peanuts en grain during stretches of favorable export prices. But when
peanut prices dropped or when the colony endured fossil fuel scarcities during the First World War,
producers could capitalize by selling peanut oil, shells, and cakes as lubricants and fuels to commer-
cial houses and factories.

As previously mentioned, peanut cultivation relied on large populations of migrant workers who
travelled to the peanut basin in search of work and land. Wolof and Serer farmers, as well as the
Murids, incorporated local peasants and migrant Bambara and Fulbe workers into their systems
of production by developing an organized structure of agricultural labor.57 During the growing sea-
son from June to November, the Wolof and Serer njatigi hosted Bambara and Fulbe navétanes, or
surga, to cultivate their lands five days a week. On their days off, surga grew their own peanuts to sell
in the market and made and sold charcoal, eventually saving enough money to work their way out
of the njatigi household.58 In general, the surga required 25 to 30 days to clear a field and roughly 15
days to harvest the crop, while the women of the njatigi household took 30 days for sowing and
weeding and 80 days for shelling.59 Through this process, peanut producers not only profited
from cash cropping but used peanuts for livestock feed and dietary supplements, and sold the
byproducts as fuels and industrial lubricants.

For some peasants andmigrant workers, the Murid Brotherhood offered a similarly attractive option
to capitalize on peanut farming. By settling the lands adjacent to the railways, the Murids inhabited
uncultivated regions connected to coastal urban centers, and they transformed Quranic schools,
known as daara tarbiya, into organized systems of agricultural production.With the prospect of working
and eventually owning their own lands, some migrant workers and peasant farmers became talibé,
entered the daara tarbiya, and worked in the service of amarabout for several years until they were even-
tually granted land of their own. By promising them work, food, and access to land, the Murids con-
structed a labor force that brought new territories under their control, as well as considerable amounts
of material wealth. As the brotherhood was so effective in expanding peanut production, the French
encouraged and then legally bestowed the Murids with rights to uncultivated lands in the interior.60

The productive capacity of these local systems of peanut cultivation stirred the imagination of
some colonial officials, who envisioned a peanut fuel-powered colony in which European technolo-
gies and science would transform the ferme indigénès (peasant farms) into modern systems of fuel
production. Yves Henry, an officer in the Service d’agriculture, observed that ‘experiments in
France . . . have shown proof that vegetable oils serve as an excellent fuel’ and ‘will be used for auto-
mobiles’ in the near future. Since large parts of the colony possessed ‘no fuel other than gasoline’,
oleaginous plant fuels could ‘completely modify the conditions of agriculture and transportation’.61

This technological advancement meant that colonial officials could, theoretically, sustain the col-
ony’s extractive economy with local fuels.

Similarly, Gabriel Louis Angoulvant, the governor-general of AOF (1918–9), attempted to tap
into the local peanut oil industry by distributing mechanized oil presses to local villages, which
would ‘permit them to harvest and shell the grains on the spot’.62 The machines, he claimed,
could be ‘easily distributed as long as we choose robust models that are light in weight, easy to

57Fall, Le travail au Sénégal, 47–69.
58ANS 1R/375, ‘Considerations sur la mise en valeur du Sénégal’, 1926, 8–9; ANS K/217, Gouvernement générale de

l’AOF, ‘Rapport de mission du gouverneur Tap, inspecteur du travail de l’AOF, mars-avril, 1938’, 19–20. For more on migrant
labor and peanut cultivation, see David, Les Navétanes, 53–7; Fall, Le travail au Sénégal, 62–9; Moitt, ‘Slavery’, 47–9; and
Searing, God Alone is King, 195–231.

59J. Adam, L’arachide: Culture, produits, commerce, amelioration de la production (Paris, 1908), 53–7.
60Babou, Fighting the Greater Jihad, 105–8. See also O’Brien,Mourides of Senegal; and Robinson, Paths of Accommodation.
61Y. Henry, ‘L’huile végétale comme carburant colonial et l’Afrique occidentale française’, in Journal officiel de l’Afrique
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repair, and come with stocks of spare parts’.63 French companies responded quickly to the call for
mechanized peanut oil presses, which could be installed and shared among households. In one
pamphlet (Fig. 1), the company, La société des pressoirs Colin, promoted the huilerie familiale (fam-
ily oil press) as a way to extract high-quality oil from oleaginous grains.64

The image above portrays four women — two sorting the peanuts from their shells and two press-
ing the oil with a large mortar and pestle — emphasizing the rudimentary nature of pressing oleagin-
ous grains in Senegalese villages. This practice of pressing oil, according to the pamphlet, produced ‘a
bad product’ and ‘extracted only a small part of the oil from the grain’. In contrast, the sleek metallic
press represented a more efficient means to extract oil. The grinder, atop a four-legged stand, con-
tained two high-resistance rollers that could be adjusted for different speeds depending on the grains.
On average, the press could yield 27 to 30 kilograms of peanut oil per hour and could be transported
from one household to another with relative ease.65 Through these mechanical presses, then, the
French aimed to transform local households into individual peanut oil refineries.

The advertisement for the huilerie familiale reaffirms the colonial trope that African methods of
agriculture were traditional, primitive, and required improvement. Yet, while the metallic press
appeared to be a more efficient tool than a mortar and pestle, the productive capacity of local house-
holds precluded the need for a new, modern practice of oil pressing. To be sure, peanut production
rapidly expanded in the early colonial period without the help of mechanized presses, climbing
from a wartime low of 124,000 tonnes in 1916 to 283,000 in 1920.66 The mechanical press was
also an unnecessary cost for most Senegalese households. According to the French botanist

Fig. 1. Women in Senegal pressing peanuts with a mortar and pestle (to the left) and the ‘modern’ household peanut oil
press, or the ‘L’huilerie familiale’ (to the right). The caption below the photograph reads: ‘Native installation for the treat-
ment of oleaginous grain. Natives using a rudimentary material’.
Source: ANS 1 R/376, La société des pressoirs Colin, ‘L’huilerie familiale’, n.d. [1922?].

63Ibid. 14.
64ANS 1 R/376, La société des pressoirs Colin, ‘L’huilerie familiale’, nd. The pamphlet does not contain a date, nor loca-

tion. Adjoining documents are dated to 1922 and the image may have been taken in Sine-Saloum.
65Ibid.
66ANS 2G/16/4, ‘Rapport d’ensemble’, 1916; ANS 2G/22/1, ‘Rapport d’ensemble’, 1922. Data on peanut harvests as cited

in Moitt, ‘Peanut production’, 269.
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August Chevalier, the ‘elite of the indigenous masses’ were the only colonial subjects with ‘sufficient
resources’ to employ this method of agriculture, and there was little ‘hope that these new practical
tools will be adopted immediately by all growers’.67

Although the colonial administration advocated for an increase in locally produced peanut oil,
some commercial houses lobbied against it. During the First World War, when peanut prices col-
lapsed due to disruptions in shipping and the recruitment of Senegalese soldiers from the peanut
basin, commercial houses and urban refineries competed with local growers to turn a profit on peanut
oil.68 In 1917, Senegalese farmers sold oil at a lower price than the colonial refineries’ rate of 2.5 francs
per liter. Concerned that local producers would undercut French companies, the governor-general
announced that the administration would buy the entire peanut harvest, which would both protect
colonial oil refineries and provide peasant farmers with income.69 Conveniently, the colonial state
could also use peanut oil and its byproducts as a substitute for fossil fuels, which were in short supply
during the war. In 1917, the French experimented with a mixture of coal and peanut shells to power a
new 750 horsepower electric generator in Dakar. Although unadulterated coal was a more efficient
source of fuel, this strategy decreased the cost of electricity and, by 1918, one tonne of mixed fuel
(coal and peanut shells) cost 60 francs, whereas one tonne of coal fetched 180 francs.70

Peanut production increased after the war and while colonial officials celebrated a return to nor-
malcy, some were alarmed by its unintended environmental consequences. By 1920, emerging trad-
ing centers along the railways, such as Kaolack and Tambacounda, became thriving regions of
peanut cultivation as local populations, and the Murids in particular, occupied new lands.
According to J. Belvert, a colonial administrator in Kaolack, the expansion of peanut cultivation
threatened regional forests as the ‘talibés place themselves in a line and begin to cut down the
trees and clear the ground with frenetic zeal’.71 In a separate report, one colonial officer noted
that deforestation and soil erosion between Dakar and Saint-Louis were the result of unregulated
peanut cultivation. From Louga to Saint-Louis, he recorded that ‘deforestation was nearly complete’
and that the absence of trees ‘causes such a weakening of yields that the crop is often miserable, if
not impossible’ to harvest.72

Similar to colonial reports that blamed charcoal makers for forest destruction, colonial anxieties
about soil erosion and forest decline in the peanut basin reflect Senegal’s transition from an organic
to a colonial energy economy.73 While it is likely that the French overestimated the rate of environ-
mental degradation, the presumed culprits— peanut producers, migrant laborers, and tablibé — were
themselves responding to the energy demands and extractive economy of the colonial state. Indeed,
French efforts to increase and regulate peanut fuels, as well as their struggle to reduce the rate of defor-
estation and soil erosion, were not just attempts to control how Africans managed and exploited their
lands, but desperate responses to the environmental costs of the colonial energy economy.

Entangled infrastructures, 1920–40
Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, the French expanded the colony’s transportation infrastructure
through the completion of the Thiès-Kayes railway in 1924, the construction of an 11,000-kilometer
network of roads built with corvée labor, the importation of 20,000 tonnes of petrol per year, and

67A. Chevalier, Monographie de l’arachide: L’arachide au Sénégal (Paris, 1936), 684.
68Moitt, ‘Peanut production’, 295.
69Ibid.
70ANS 2G/40/87, Service des eaux, forêts et chasses, ’Rapport annuel’, 1940, 29; ANS 1TP/771, ‘Distribution d’électricité

dans la ville de Dakar : mémoire descriptif’, 8 Mar. 1907, 4–8. For more on the mixed use of coal and peanut shells, see
Ardurat, ‘L’électrification du Sénégal’, 448.

71Quoted in O’Brien, Mourides of Senegal, 197.
72ANS 3 R/15, Y. Henry, ‘Gouvernement general de l’Afrique Occidentale française: inspection de l’agriculture’, 11.
73Ribot, ‘History of fear’, 296.
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the increase in the number of vehicles in Senegal (which grew from 935 in 1925 to 8,435 in 1932, of
which two-thirds were trucks).74

In general, the colonial state relied on corvée labor to build much of the colony’s transportation
infrastructure, and roads in particular. Due to Senegal’s large migrant labor force, the French did
not use corvée labor for cash crop production as it did in other regions of AOF.75 Rather, French
colonial officials relied on local chiefs and administrators to recruit workers to construct the
roads that linked peanut farms to railway stations. Recruitment of corvée labor occurred at the
end of the rainy season in October or November, and once the chiefs received the request from
the colonial administration, they consulted the village elders and then selected members from
their respective communities. Due to the lack of machinery, such as tractors or earth movers,
corvée laborers toiled with rudimentary tools such as spades, hatchets, machetes, and baskets,
and were tasked with weeding the road bed, felling trees, flattening anthills, and leveling the ter-
rain.76 While the use of corvée labor was a highly exploitative and deplorable practice, the network
of new roads throughout the colony connected commercial houses and urban merchants to peanut
growers and charcoal makers in the interior, serving as a critical component of the colony’s energy
infrastructure that presented new possibilities to increase trade.

By the late 1920s, the Murids took full advantage of the colony’s new infrastructure, using roads
and railways to their advantage while also developing plans to construct their own rail line from
Diourbel to Touba — the final resting place of their founder, Amadou Bamba. Before his death
in 1927, Bamba began the construction of the Great Mosque of Touba, which required a consider-
able labor force to transport materials and equipment.77 The French approved the construction of
the railway, hoping that the Murids would also settle the lands adjacent to it and export 15,000 to
20,000 tonnes of peanuts per year.78 Although the French provided the technical expertise for the
project, the Murids supplied a labor force of talibé and pack animals to complete the job.79 The
combination of local and colonial systems of labor and technology proved to be a success, as peanut
production expanded throughout the region and pilgrims traveled to Touba to visit Bamba’s tomb.
As such, the entanglement of local and colonial systems of energy— trains, peanut cultivation, pack
animals, and the labor of the talibé — coalesced into an energy infrastructure that served the inter-
ests of both the Murids and the colonial state.

As transportation infrastructure extended into the southeastern regions of the colony, the
Murids, closely followed by Lebanese merchants, also settled and cultivated the lands parallel to
the roads and railways. The Murids and the Lebanese worked in tandem, with the former growing
peanuts and the latter transporting the harvests by truck to railway stations or urban centers.80

Although this mutually beneficial relationship yielded a substantial increase in cash crop produc-
tion, French merchants and colonial administrators vacillated between supporting and condemning
the Lebanese middlemen. The truck drivers, whom the French referred to collectively as Syrien, were
part of a larger wave of immigrants from the eastern Mediterranean during the colonial period. This
‘Syrian invasion’, according to one observer, was ‘an economic factor which seriously worries the
French traders and does not please the officials’.81 Since truck transport was not officially regulated
by the state, the Lebanese merchants were elusive and could ‘travel widely and buy peanuts with the

74For data on roads and forced labor, see Fall, Le travail forcé, 11–37; Fall and Mbodj, ‘Forced labour and migration’, 255–
69. For data on the number of trucks and vehicles, see Moitt, ‘Peanut Production’, 314; and P. E. Pheffer, ‘Railroads and
aspects of social change in Senegal, 1878–1933’ (unpublished PhD thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 1975), 457.

75For more on corvée labor in Senegal, see Fall and Mbodj, ‘Forced labour’, 258–61.
76Ibid. 261.
77Pheffer, ‘Railroads’, 267–9.
78Moitt, ‘Pack’, 262.
79Pheffer, ‘Railroads’, 267–9.
80Arsan, Interlopers of Empire, 157.
81Morel, ‘Dakar and its people’, 4.
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natives’ who had ‘little choice but to go along with these illegal transactions’.82 Yet, for some French
trading companies, the merchants were essential to the peanut trade, and by the late 1920s some
senior officials defended the Lebanese merchants’ position in the cash crop economy despite
their ability to work around colonial regulations.83

During the Great Depression, when global peanut prices collapsed and peasant farmers had large
surpluses, colonial officials feared that Lebanese merchants and peanut growers would undercut
commercial houses and colonial oil refineries. Just as they did during the First World War, peanut
producers weathered the economic crisis in part by producing and selling peanut oil. This time,
however, they could rely on Lebanese merchants, who offered better rates than the railway, to trans-
port both peanuts and peanut oil to trading stations and urban centers.84 Concerned that illicit
truck transport would upend the railways, undercut urban trading houses, and deprive the colony
of tax revenue, the French pushed for stricter regulations on motor vehicles. Between 1932 and
1934, the colonial state made vehicle registration and permits both time-consuming and costly, lev-
ied a tax on imported gasoline, and banned the use of trucks in the peanut trade.85 In an effort to
push the Lebanese traders out of the market, the French also encouraged peanut farmers to use pack
animals to transport goods from villages to trading stations. Unsurprisingly, the administration’s
efforts failed due to the cumbersome nature of animal transport as well as its high cost.86

Instead, peanut producers partnered with the Lebanese, who provided them with materials — pea-
nut sacks in particular — to load and transport their crop.87 Alternatively, some French adminis-
trators believed that they could directly compete with the Lebanese merchants by increasing the
colonial truck fleet. However, by 1936, the colonial state had acquired only 32 trucks and 22 smaller
commercial vehicles for the peanut trade, a miniscule percentage of the 2,300 trucks already in the
colony.88

Although there is a general lack of documentation that directly connects charcoal makers to the
Lebanese merchants, it is likely that some Fulbe migrants used them to transport woodfuels from
the hinterlands to urban centers, especially since the merchants owned most of the trucks in the
colony, as well as scores of urban shops and stores.89 During the 1930s, colonial administrators
repeatedly noted that urban merchants played a critical role in transporting charcoal from the for-
ests of Thiès, which produced roughly 80 per cent of the capital’s charcoal, to Dakar.90 In an
attempt to relieve pressure on the region’s forests, the French encouraged charcoal makers and
urban merchants to shift production to the Petite Côte, a coastal forest to the south. Between
1934 and 1937, charcoal production in Thiès fell from 17,924 to 590 cubic meters, while production
in the Petite Côte increased from 3,615 to 15,718 cubic meters. This dramatic shift, according to the
colonial administration, was due to the ‘immigration of charcoal producers’ as well as the impressive
mobility of urban merchants.91 To that end, Lebanese merchants often worked in favor of both
colonial officials and charcoal makers, serving as the conduits between the colony’s entangled net-
works of energy infrastructure.

Through the integration of roads, railways, trucks, and petrol into their own systems of labor,
production, and distribution, the Murids, peanut producers, charcoal makers, and Lebanese

82ANS 2G/32/40, ‘Rapport économique annuel, 1932’, quoted in Moitt, ‘Pack’, 263.
83O’Brien, ‘Lebanese entrepreneurs’, 101.
84ANS 2G/30/95, 1930, as cited in Moitt, ‘Pack’, 262. For more on rail, animal, and truck transport, see Pheffer, ‘Railroads’,

450–62.
85Les Archives National d’Outre Mer, Aix-en-Provence (ANOM) AP/545, ‘Note de M. Devallon pour les directions des
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86Moitt, ‘Peanut production’, 417.
87ANS 2G/32/40, ‘Rapport économique annuel’, 1932, as cited in Moitt, ‘Pack’, 263.
88ANS 2G/32/81, ‘Rapport économique, 3é trimestre’, 1932, as cited in Moitt, ‘Pack’, 264.
89Ibid.
90ANS 2G/37/77, Service des eaux et forêts, ‘Rapport annuel, 1937’, 18–19.
91Ibid.
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truck drivers demonstrated a remarkable ability to combine and appropriate local and colonial sys-
tems of energy use to turn profit and expand their industries. In contrast, the colonial state failed to
match the dynamism of local populations, consistently struggling to control and regulate the way
cash crops and local fuels circulated from the interior to the coast.

A charcoal-powered colony, 1940–45
In September of 1940, the British military, in an attempt to capture Senegal from Vichy France,
launched the Battle of Dakar. Although the initial attempt failed and Vichy did not surrender
Senegal until 1943, the British imposed a blockade of the colony, prompting widespread fossil
fuel shortages. Forced to turn inward for its energy needs, the colony relied on peanut fuels and
charcoal to endure the lean years of the war.

Senegal’s wartime fuel scarcity prompted a renewed interest in peanut fuels as a replacement for
fossil fuels. In 1941, Jean Jalbert, a French colonial engineer, advocated for the use of peanut oil as a
carburant for vehicles and local industries. To start, he insisted that ‘oil refineries should be installed
throughout the entire colony’ or ‘at the very least in urban and cultural centers’, so as to ensure that
there ‘is always enough fuel for une force motrice’. Next, he recommended that ‘a certain number of
localities should be chosen for their geographical location’ to serve as ‘mother ships’ for the factories
and smaller oil refineries in remote areas.92 Although Jalbert’s plans to establish a peanut-fuel-
powered economy never materialized, peanut fuels did serve as a resourceful alternative to fossil
fuels in urban centers.93 In Dakar and Saint-Louis, the French used peanut oil as an industrial lubri-
cant and fuel for street lamps, and in 1941 peanut oil refineries in Diourbel delivered 81,267 kilo-
watts of electricity for refrigeration, factories, and commercial houses.94 Though not a panacea to
wartime Senegal’s energy woes, peanut fuels did serve as a ready complement to another local
fuel: charcoal.

In 1941, André Aubreville, inspector general of the colonial forest service, called for a dramatic
increase in charcoal production, pushing the colony to produce 1,000 tonnes of charcoal per month
as a ‘substitute for imported fuels’.95 At the same time, the governor-general encouraged forest
workers to increase charcoal production by converting at least 5 per cent of harvested timber
into charcoal during the dry season and 30 per cent during the wet season. As an incentive, he
offered tax reductions and exclusive access to classified forests, which resonated with some Fulbe
charcoal makers. Between 1940 and 1943, charcoal output increased from 3,000 to 38,000 tonnes
annually, and many Fulbe migrants traveled to the forests of Thiès and the Petite Côte to capitalize
on this growth.96 Working in teams of ten to twenty, charcoal makers exploited 250 to 500 square
meters of dense hardwoods.97 Once the charcoal was ready, they loaded it onto trains, trucks, and
pack animals to coastal urban centers, where urban merchants and charcoal cooperatives purchased
and sold it to local vendors.98

The increase in charcoal production also triggered concerns of deforestation within the colonial
administration, underscoring both the contested nature of the charcoal industry as well as the envir-
onmental consequences of fossil fuel scarcity during the war. To combat illegal charcoal production,
the colonial state made forest permits the exclusive right of French citizens and created its own labor
force of charcoal makers, hoping that the exclusion of black-market charcoal would slow the

92Jalbert, Réserve d’énergie, 86.
93ANS 2G/41/19, A. Aubreville, ‘Le problème des combustibles et des carburants de remplacement’, 1938, 1–3.
94Ardurat, ‘L’électrification du Sénégal’, 448.
95Aubreville, ‘Contribution’, 1–8.
96ANS 2G/40/87, Service des eaux, forêts et chasses, ‘Rapport annuel’, 1940, 34; Journal Officiel du Sénégal (Dakar, 1941),

56–60. For more data on charcoal production during the Second World War, see Ribot, ‘Markets’, 110–14.
97Aubreville, ‘Contribution’, 1–8.
98ANS 3R/29, Direction générale des services économiques, ‘Prix a Dakar du charbon du bois’, 22 December 1949, 2. For

more on the use of charcoal in urban centers, see Ribot, ‘Markets’, 112.
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‘intensive and fraudulent exploitation’ of forests.99 Despite these efforts, however, charcoal makers
intensified cutting and avoided forest service checkpoints by transporting woodfuels with pack ani-
mals, using local passageways and trails, and traveling along waterways ‘with the help of native
canoes’.100 In urban centers, merchants also circumvented colonial authorities, forming charcoal
cooperatives to lobby and in some cases strong-arm the colonial state. In 1943, the Compagnie
des Charbonnages, a group of urban merchants, refused to purchase charcoal from the colonial for-
est service, rejecting a shipment from the Casamance because their stocks ‘have already met the
demands of their customers’ and flooding the market with charcoal would ‘immobilize their capital’.
Since it ‘was likely to remain in port for a long time’ and ‘run the risk of losing capital’, the colonial
administration ultimately took the loss and purchased the charcoal.101

As charcoal production increased the French retrofitted trucks, vehicles, and factories with char-
coal powered engines, known as gazogènes (see Fig. 2). Gazogènes were mounted on vehicles and
converted timber or charcoal into wood gas, which was then cooled, filtered, and used to power
an internal combustion engine. In this way, the French developed an innovative technology to
cope with energy scarcity, while migrant charcoal makers and local populations not only supplied
them with fuel but, as shown in Fig. 2, also developed the expertise to maintain them.102

Fig. 2. Gazogène. Two men attending to a charcoal-powered engine in Senegal.
Source: Photographer Unknown, Associated Press, ‘Charcoal-Burning Automobile’, 7 June 1942.

99ANS 2G/39/80, ‘Rapport de Service des eaux, forêts et chasses’, 1939, 3; Ribot, ‘Markets’, 112–13.
100ANS 2G/39/80, Service des eaux, feorêts et chasses, Raport annuel’, 1939, 3; ANS 2G/40/87, Service des eaux, forêts et

chasses, ‘Rapport annuel’, 1940, 32–4, 81–2.
101ANS 3R/50, Inspection générale des eaux et forêts, ‘Rapport a Monsieur le Gouverneur General’, 26 Apr. 1944, 3–4.
102For a more in-depth discussion of gazogènes, see Cropper, ‘Fueling the state’, 239–63.
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Imports of gazogènes started slowly but increased throughout the war, climbing from 18
gazogènes in February of 1941 to 2,285 by the end of the year.103 Since the consumption of charcoal
was relatively high, with the average gazogène-fitted truck burning one kilogram of charcoal per
kilometer driven, vehicles needed to refuel frequently. By 1942, the colonial state constructed 130
distribution centers across AOF, and since charcoal could be produced almost anywhere in West
Africa, locals were expected to provide travelers with charcoal and to attend and maintain the
engines.104 However, in 1943, just as the colony adjusted its energy infrastructure to accommodate
the gazogène, the British blockade ended, fossil fuels returned to Senegal, and the French suspended
charcoal production obligations and removed gazogènes from vehicles and trucks. Though short-
lived, the gazogène epitomized the very essence of the colonial energy economy. By combining
and mobilizing charcoal production with an imported biofuel motor, colonial officials and local
populations developed a contested, yet integrated network of energy infrastructure born out of
African and colonial systems of labor, knowledge, and mobility.

The lean years of the war and the relative success of charcoal as an industrial fuel pushed some
colonial officials to consider its potential as a long-term solution to Senegal’s energy crisis. After the
war, Paul Bellouard, an officer in the forest service, argued that charcoal made Senegal less vulner-
able to energy shortages, noting that it was ‘better, in effect, that Senegal should devote its foreign
exchange to the purchase of capital goods — machines, automobiles, tractors — rather than to
import high-priced energy which can be found on its own soil’.105 Although the colonial adminis-
tration dismissed Bellouard’s suggestion, charcoal continued to serve as a staple fuel for the colony.
From 1945 to the end of colonial rule in 1960, charcoal production surpassed its wartime height and
still constitutes nearly 45 per cent of Senegal’s energy use today.106

Conclusion

This article has situated the history of energy use within an African historical context and has exam-
ined the various ways that Senegalese populations and their colonizers forged a colonial energy
economy based on a blend of local and imported fuels, African and colonial systems of labor
and technology, and nonmechanized and mechanized forms of transportation. In doing so, it
has shown that systems of energy use during the colonial period did not fall neatly within the cat-
egories of organic or industrial economies, nor did they serve as a point of transition from a primi-
tive state of energy use to a more advanced one. Rather, this article has demonstrated that energy
use in colonial Senegal was specific to the context of colonialism, illuminating how colonial officials
and local populations developed interconnected systems of energy use that coalesced into a con-
tested, yet integrated energy infrastructure — one that continues to shape how the Senegalese
use energy today.

To be sure, the entangled infrastructures of the colonial energy economy are still visible in
present-day Senegal, as many populations still use a blend of local and imported fuels to sustain
their households and businesses. Yet the recent discovery of oil off the Atlantic coast in 2014, as
well as the installation of new solar plants and wind farms, have made Senegal’s energy economy
more dynamic, increasing access to power and electricity for rural communities.107 These develop-
ments have placed Senegal in an advantageous position to build a new infrastructure of renewable
and fossilized energy. By ‘leapfrogging’, or perhaps bypassing, the aging industrial infrastructure of

103ANS 2G/40/87, Service des eaux, forêts et chasses, ‘Rapport annuel’, 1940, 84–6; P. Bellouard, La question forestière au
Sénégal (Saint-Louis, 1947), 41; Ribot, ‘Markets’, 114.

104Aubreville, ‘Contribution’, 28–9; Ribot, ‘Markets’, 115–16.
105Bellouard, La question forestière, 41, as quoted in Ribot, ‘Markets’, 115.
106United States Agency for International Development (USAID), ‘Senegal: Power Africa fact sheet’, (https://www.usaid.

gov/powerafrica/senegal), accessed Aug. 2021.
107USAID, ‘Senegal’. Current access to electricity is 64 per cent nationwide, 43.5 per cent in rural areas, and 90 per cent in

urban areas.
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the West, Senegal could possibly chart a new pathway forward in energy use, drawing on a diverse
range of global and local knowledge, technology, and expertise to incite economic growth and
prosperity.
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